The VOCinerator™:
Superior Emissions Elimination
BTEX destruction efficiency: 99.9%
NOx Emission Factor = 0.02 lbs NOx/MMBTU

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
With worldwide attention focused on global warming, the greenhouse
effect and overall air quality, the oil and gas industry is facing mounting
pressure to reduce- and eventually eliminate- harmful emissions from
being released into the atmosphere.
MESSCO has responded by creating an emissions eliminator with superior
emissions control: The VOCinerator™. Our patented product eliminates
BTEX and VOC emissions at 99.9% efficiency, exceeding EPA standards.
Not only does the gas burner system destroy VOC and BTEX emissions,
but the patented vortex design, allows cooling to occur, thus lowering
any pollutants created by high temperatures, such as NOx.
The VOCinerator™ is smokeless, with fully automated controls. The
automation, in combination with the engineered, patented design, allow
the VOCinerator™ to keep functioning efficiently and effectively even
when liquids are introduced. Because the VOCinerator™, along with the
Our VOCinerator eliminates nearly
99.9% of BTEX and VOC emissions.

automation, is designed and proven to be user-friendly, if challenges or
problems do arise with the system, the situation is quickly and easily
resolved, minimizing down-time. The VOCinerator’s™ efficiency, reliability
and durability means a lower overall lifetime cost than other available
emissions elimination products.
Our products and solutions, including the VOCinerator™ are field-tested
in a live environment, so clients can be sure of real-world functionalitynot just results based on engineered calculations. Actual field tests have
consistently produced results of 99.9% emissions destruction, shattering
other emission control device results.

How it works
Our water and hydrocarbon condenser system utilizes dehydrated gas
as the cooling agent and expels condensed liquids to the on-location
production tank.
Regenerator emissions leave the condenser and move from the upper
vaporization chamber, into the lower chamber, then into the waste gas
burner system where emissions are ignited and create enough heat to
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maintain vaporization within the enclosed chamber.
The VOCinerator™ creates a vortex in the burn chamber that forces
pollutants to circulate until they are completely consumed. This vortex
maintains the ideal temperature for proper emissions destruction while
protecting the integrity of the equipment. MESSCO has gone to great
measures assuring the safety of the unit and its functions, virtually
eliminating the risk of the unit burning down.
EXPERT SERVICES

Our products minimize environmental
impact while maximizing client
production.

MESSCO provides a wide array of services designed to assist our clients
with all aspects of installation, maintenance, or refurbishment of their
equipment. Our service programs are designed to assure efficient
operation and extended life of our clients’ equipment.
INSTALLATION
MESSCO’s fleet of state-of-the-art vehicles includes all modern
equipment necessary to install our products efficiently, safely, and
correctly at any location our client requests. As part of the installation
process, our experienced technicians are on-site for the start-up of the
equipment to assure the best possible project completion.
MAINTENANCE
Although all MESSCO products are built to the highest standards, we
know that to ensure optimum performance, achieve maximum product
life, and incur lowest long-term product cost, it is critical to have the
equipment properly inspected and regularly maintained. That is why
MESSCO offers a manufacturer’s maintenance program.
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